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All-Over Pattern for Cushions or Bags
Description on page 3
Hardanger Embroidery

Hardanger embroidery takes its name from the district of Hardanger surrounding the fjord of the same name in western Norway. Although usually classified as Norwegian embroidery, the work in its original form is very old, as long ago in Persia and other Asiatic countries it was worked in colored silks on a very fine gauze netting.

The two principal stitches used are satin or kloster stitch for the solid portions of the designs and over and under woven bars for the drawn spaces. These two stitches are varied so as to secure many different decorative effects in combination with eyelets, taging and back stitch. The work is easily done and is not trying to the eye or nerves, but the one absolutely necessary requirement is the correct counting of the threads.

As the square is the principle upon which Hardanger embroidery is based, it is necessary to use a fabric woven with a square mesh, with warp and woof (or filling) threads the same size and counting the same number to the inch, so that when the threads are cut and drawn in both directions the space remaining will be a perfect square. Hardanger canvas, manufactured especially for the purpose, is most commonly used, but various sizes of linen and Congress canvas are also suitable and many dress materials are adapted to the work.

Two sizes of working threads are necessary, the coarser for the flat embroidery or blocking and the finer for the woven bars. A variety in effect is secured by using a highly mercerized worsted cotton (like No. 5 Pearl) for the embroidery and a hard-twist cotton or linen thread for the weaving. Blunt-pointed needles (tapestry needles) are essential, as they separate the threads without splitting them.

The only other necessary item of equipment is a pair of scissors, very sharp and with pointed ends. A doll pair will not cut the canvas clean and close to the embroidery.

Although Hardanger embroidery was originally used by the Norwegian women more especially for the decoration of the apron, which plays such an important part in the national costume, it is readily adapted to various household articles, and because of its formality is especially suited to the living room. The embroidery can be done with thread matching the color of the fabric, but is most effective when there is a color contrast, such as white thread on an even color canvas and vice versa. Very often, too, a colored thread, like yellow or brown, or any color harmonizing with the color scheme of the room, is used on a white or cream ground, and when the article is a cushion top, a satin lining of corresponding color is added.

When undertaking a piece of Hardanger embroidery the first thing to be done is to deeply overcast the edges of the material to prevent fraying. Many workers like to turn and baste a narrow hem so that the rough ends of the fabric threads will not catch the embroidery cotton.

All kloster stitch work must be done before any threads are cut. It is a very easy matter to make a mistake in counting when laying stitches in kloster stitch figures, and if the threads inside the blocks are cut before the skeleton or framework of the design has been completed, it is practically impossible to correct the error. Another point to remember is that threads are cut along the ends of groups of stitches and not along the sides.

The ends of the working cotton should be fastened off neatly. Avoid knots. Start a thread by running it into the canvas which is to be covered and fasten it off by running it back under work already done.

Frontispiece All-Over

All-Over designs are desirable for cushion covers, for utility bags, table pieces, or any article for which a decorative fabric is desired. They are most effective when the design is done in a contrasting color to the background. White on linen is always harmonious.

It is not so difficult to build this design as it might appear. The intersecting lines of kloster blocks constitute the framework. They are worked first, then the star motifs are worked in the spaces between them.

Count forty threads in from both sides of a corner and make an eyelet covering a square of twelve threads. From each corner of the eyelet work a square of two kloster blocks on each side, enclosing twelve threads each way. Cut and draw threads as in Fig. 10 and make pointed woven bars as in Fig. 11. Then cut from the four squares diagonally in each direction make three kloster blocks with eyelets (Fig. 5), then again the squares with woven point bars and so continue until the material is covered.

Now work the star figures in the spaces between these diagonal lines. Fill the centre of a space and make an eight-pointed star, taking the first stitch of each section over two threads and increasing one thread to each stitch until twelve are covered, then decrease one thread in each stitch back to two. There should be a square of four threads uncovered in the centre of this figure. From the centre of each side of the star make a line of seventeen stitches over two threads, each ending in a pointed point or arrowhead, and finish by enclosing the entire figure with a double line of back stitching in the same thread as used to weave the bars.
Kloster Stitch. The kloster stitches are always worked before any of the cutting of the canvas is attempted. These stitches in their simplest form (Fig. 1) are worked in parallel rows. The thread is brought up through the selected mesh and carried in a straight line over four warp threads, down through the mesh including them, and up through the first mesh to the left of the starting-point. These stitches may be continued in an unbroken straight line, as shown in Fig. 1. If worked on the diagonal of the canvas, each stitch is lifted one mesh, as in Fig. 2.

Kloster Blocks. The little kloster blocks, so typical of Hardanger embroidery and which in some form make the outlines of all the openwork, consist of five stitches over four threads with four warp threads between the blocks (Fig. 3). To obtain the square or battened effect (Fig. 4), a block is worked lengthways of the canvas, and at the completion of the fifth stitch the needle is brought up in the same line, but four meshes to the left. The thread is drawn through, and the needle again inserted in the upper mesh of the last stitch. This makes the first stitch of the second block, lengthways of the canvas. The other four stitches are worked and the thread carried down the underside of the work between stitches and canvas to the line of the lower edge of the first block and four meshes to the left. From this point the third block (in line with the first) is begun. When all the horizontal blocks with their alternating uprights have been worked, a second row parallel with the first and connecting with the uprights is worked. The enclosed squares of canvas may be cut out (Fig. 4), or an eyelet may be worked in the centre (Fig. 5).

Diagonal Blocks. Figure 6 shows simple blocking on the diagonal of the canvas. After making the last stitch of the horizontal block bring the needle up on a line with top of block but four meshes to left. After making fifth stitch of this block bring needle up in same mesh as bottom of last stitch.

Double Diagonal Blocks. Figure 7 shows a double row of Fig. 6 worked in rows to enclose square of canvas counting four threads in each direction.

Mitred Kloster Stitch Corners. The mitred corner (Fig. 8) is very attractive, and in some places may be used with excellent effect, but it is not good for a buttressed border, as the last or corner stitches are over only one or two warp threads, and when the outside canvas is cut away, the cut ends under the corner stitches will pull out. If mitred corners are desired for a border the canvas underneath should be reinforced with a strip of soft lawn through which the buttosholing is worked with each stitch into the canvas. When the border is completed, the uncovered portions of the lown are cut away. The buttosholed border may be still further strengthened by a line of machine stitching close to the outer edge of the stitches. A very pretty result is produced by working a second row of close buttosholed stitches just over the edge of the first row after the outer canvas has been cut away.

Diagonal Buttonholing for Edge. The edge of Hardanger embroidery is usually finished with a buttosholed hem or a row of close buttosholed stitches over four threads. At each corner of a border the stitches are taken in the corner mesh and carried along diagonally until four warp threads are covered. The direction is then turned at right angles and the buttosholed stitches worked still from the same mesh until the corner is turned. They are then continued until an...
inner corner is reached. Here they are parted at right angles. Figure 9 shows this buttonholed edge worked outside a line of diagonal blocks.

Cutting Threads. Great care must always be exercised in cutting and drawing fabric threads for the openwork portions of Hardanger designs, and this part of the work should never be done until the kloster stitch figures have been completed and found to be correct. This is especially important in working a border around a square. A mistake made in laying kloster stitches can easily be rectified, but a fabric thread once cut and drawn cannot be replaced.

Fabric threads should always be cut along the ends of kloster stitches and never along their sides. In other words, the cut threads always extend in the same direction, as the stitches of the adjoining blocks. Figure 10 shows very clearly what is meant by this.

Weaving Bars. Figure 11 shows the method of weaving the groups of four warp threads left after the cut threads have been drawn out. The needle is passed under the first two threads, up at the middle, and over the last two threads. These bars should be woven closely and evenly with a much finer thread.

To Weave Double Bars. A pleasing variation of a kloster stitch here is shown in Fig. 12. Each side of which consists of a kloster block seventeen stitches long enclosing a square of sixteen warp threads with four threads cut and drawn at each corner, leaving a group of eight threads at the middle of each side. These are divided into pairs of four each, and woven in the usual way. It is an effective way to fill a large figure.

Lace Stitch. See Fig. 13. In making this stitch the enclosing bars are woven until the middle of the fourth side of a little open square is completed. A single buttonhole-stitch is then worked into the middle of each of the other three sides, the thread returned to the fourth side, and the remaining half bar woven (see also Fig. 18).

The outline of Fig. 13 is formed by diagonal blocks, each arm consisting of a square finished on the fourth side by a woven bar.

Picoted Woven Bars. A new arrangement of kloster stitches is shown in Fig. 14. Each side consists of two triangles meeting at the middle. The first or end stitch is over eight threads. The succeeding ones are over seven, six, five, four, three, and two threads. The other half is then increased by working over three, four, five, six, seven, and eight threads. After the four corner threads are cut and drawn, the remaining bars are closely woven and decorated with French-knot points (Fig. 14). The needle is passed under two threads as usual, and while in this position the thread is brought forward and around the needle two or three times. The needle is pulled through and
The thread drawn up tightly as before, and is again passed under the same two threads to keep the picot in position at the outer edge of the bar. It is then passed under the other two threads and a second picot made on the other side of the bar, the weaving of which is then continued.

**Twisted Bars.** To make the frame for the twisted bars shown in process in Fig. 15 a square of canvas twelve threads each way is enclosed on each side by a block of four stitches over four threads, five over eight threads, and four over four threads. The four corner threads of the enclosed square are cut and drawn out. The remaining bars are closely woven over two and under two threads. At the completion of each bar the thread is carried from the centre diagonally across to the outside corner of the adjoining little square and twisted back. If preferred, these twisted bars may be two long bars reaching from opposite corners of the enclosed squares and crossing in the middle.

This motif has been used many times in forming the more elaborate designs shown in the back of this book.

**Buttonholed Circle.** Figure 16. In this detail the four corner threads each way of the enclosed square of twelve threads are cut and drawn out. The remaining groups of four threads each are then woven and embellished with a buttonholed circle. The first group of four threads is woven over two and under two for its entire length. The weaving of the second bar is begun at the centre of the square and woven over two and under two for half its length. The thread is then entered into the middle of the first, or completed, bar, back to the second bar, and again into the first. This makes three threads connecting the two bars. These are closely buttonholed back to the second bar and the weaving continued until the second bar is completed. The thread is carried along the blocking to the third bar, which is woven for half its length. The thread is then carried three times back and forth between this and the second bar, the connection closely buttonholed, and the third bar completed. When the fourth bar is woven half its length, the three connecting threads are carried to the third bar and buttonholed. Then three are carried to the first bar and buttonholed, completing the circle. The weaving of the fourth bar is then completed.

**Eyelets.** The eyelets shown in Fig. 17 are made with the finer thread. A square of four threads is included in each of the small eyelets. The needle is brought up at the corner mesh of this square, and from the middle mesh a close over-and-over stitch is taken into each mesh along the four sides of the square. No fabric threads are cut, but drawing each stitch tight pulls them away from the centre and makes the opening. Six and eight threads are included in the larger eyelets.

An eyelet is frequently used to fill the centre of a cluster stitch block (see Fig. 2).

**Double Bars with Lace Stitch** (see Fig. 18). Each side of this square is enclosed with a continuous row of stitches, four over four threads, four over eight, five over twelve, four over eight, and four over four, enclosing a square twenty threads each way. Eight threads are cut away at the corners in each direction, leaving four threads in the middle of each side. These are divided into groups of two, and are closely woven with the finer thread over one and under one. The first bar is woven for its entire length. When the second bar is half woven, the thread is entered in a buttonholed-stitch into the middle of the woven bar, then into the adjoining side, then into the next side and back to the half-woven bar, which is then completed. These

---

Fig. 12. Weaving Double Bars
Fig. 13. Way of Working Lace Stitch
Fig. 14. Way of Making Picot on Woven Bar
Fig. 15. Way of Making Twisted Bars
Buttonhole stitches are drawn right enough to pull the thread out of line and leave an oval opening between the pairs. The other three corners are filled in the same way.

**Fagoting Stitch.** Figure 20 shows a band of five rows of fagoting. The fagoting stitch is simply a binding together of two fabric threads from the same mesh, first lengthways, and then widthways of the canvas. The needle is entered from the under side of the canvas at 1 (see Fig. 16), entered into 2, and up again at 1. The thread is drawn tightly, and the needle again entered into 2, and up again at 1, two threads to the left of 1. From here a stitch into 3 and out at 3 is made and the thread drawn tightly. The needle is again entered into 3 and brought up two threads below 3 at 4. The next stitch is from 3 to 4. The next is from 3 to 5, two threads to the left of 4. Then from 5 back to 4, and up at 5. The next is from 4 diagonally across two threads to 6. The work is so continued across the space, completing the first row of fagoting. In the second row the needle is brought up into 2 of the first row, entered two threads above and out again at 2, and the work continued as in the first row. In this way the required number of rows are made one at a time. This stitch sounds much more complicated than it really is, and it may be accomplished with great ease and speed. The worker soon discovers that it is really a binding tightly together of two fabric threads, each pair at right angles to its predecessor and continuing in a zigzag line diagonally across the canvas.

With a knowledge of the stitches here given, the needleworker need not hesitate to undertake any design in Hardanger embroidery, but always the counting of the threads must be exactly accurate. To the inventive worker many new combinations will present themselves. Stitches may be varied, combined, or added to, until beautiful new results are obtained. A sampler upon which to practice these stitches and return them for future use is almost imperative.

The worked pieces which follow are merely suggestive of the many interesting combinations which are possible. The embroidered frame which decorates the cover makes use of the square Hardanger eylet to border the edges of rectangular spaces, which are filled with parallel bars woven on four fabric threads and the spaces between the woven bars crossed diagonally in both directions with twisted bars. It is an unusual combination which does not appear on any of the finished pieces illustrated, yet would make a very nice border for a luncheon set. Fagoting, kloster stitch, and piped woven bars are other stitches which have been used on the cover embroidery.

**Fig. 20. Way of Working Fagot Stitch.**
See Diagram, Fig. 19.

**Fig. 18. Double Bars with Lace Stitch**
Simple Borders

Borders in Hardanger are a delightful decoration for table runners, chair backs, curtains, tea cloths, doilies, and bags. The designs which follow have been chosen because they are simple and will not take long to execute.

Border No. 1 is done in plain and diagonal kloster blocks with a background of plain and picoted woven bars. It is a good border for table squares, runners, or curtains. Worked on material counting eighteen threads to the inch it measures about two inches in width. Allow sufficient material for hem, and work a row of kloster blocks for outer edge of border. These must be six blocks to each repeat of the border until plus one for each corner. When working a border for a square this outer row of blocks should be accurately placed all around, turning corners as shown in detail. Count twenty-eight threads in from outer row and work second row of blocks for inner edge of border, placing them directly above blocks forming outer border. Now work double row of diagonal blocks (Fig. 7) from outer to inner corner and then back and forth from edge to edge of border. Cut and draw groups of four threads from the triangular spaces between the diagonal rows of kloster blocks and weave bars on the groups of threads remaining, decorating the bars in the spaces along the outer edge with picots (Fig. 14).

Scalloped Edge No. 2 also uses kloster blocks and woven bars and adds eyelets (Fig. 17), zigzags (Fig. 18), star stitch and diagonal buttonholing (Fig. 19) for the edge. The row of cut kloster blocks (Fig. 20) which outlines the top of this border, is worked first, then the scalloped edge, and lastly all the patterns in the points. Remembering that kloster stitch blocks are done in multiples of four it is easy to count the threads in the pattern, forty-eight between the bottom of the row of cut kloster blocks and the buttonholing edge. Allow an additional inch or more on the edge for convenience in handling.

Having worked the row of cut kloster blocks, count down twelve threads from the bottom of the first block and start the diagonal kloster blocks for the inner edge of the scallops, seven steps down and then up. Next do the diagonal buttonholing, but do not cut away the edge until the patterns in the scallops are worked. You can use the open and closed patterns alternately as pictured or one style only. Count four threads below cut kloster blocks and work the upper row of kloster stitch (solid or blocked according to the pattern) directly over each point. The rest of the figure will then easily follow. There should be thirty-six stitches in the solid row. The eyelet is worked over eight threads. Each section of the pointed figure above it is worked gradually over two to eight threads and then back again to two, increasing on one side of a section and decreasing on the other. The stitches in the side points are vertical, those forming the bottom points are horizontal. As one section joins another the stitches up to the widest part are taken into the same meshes as those in the section preceding. The first stitch in each side section is taken vertically.

Border No. 1. A Simple Border, Easy to Execute, Suitable for Curtains, Tea Cloths, Table Runners or Bags.
over two threads and into the same mesh with the first and last stitches of the klöster block. The first stitch of each bottom section is taken horizontally over two threads and into the same mesh with its neighbor on either side.

In the alternate points work the diagonal blocks and woven bars, then the double line of back stitches, each taken over two threads.

To turn a corner with this pattern first work a second open figure in an upright position to the right of the first with the inner edge of the klöster stitch band taken into the same line of meshes as the end stitch of the first figure. Having done this it will be an easy matter to continue the row so that the end stitches of the various blocks will fall in the same meshes with those of first row. The threads in the centre of each square are cut and drawn so as to leave groups of four in the centre. These are woven with picots (Fig. 14) and the spaces filled with twisted bars.

The square cycles are worked over eight threads according to the method described on page 7 (Fig. 15) and should be placed so that the cycle come exactly between the various rows and in the same line of meshes as the center stitches. To turn a corner work a large figure in place of the cycle at upper right and extend the border from it. When turning a corner...
The solid row of Kloster stitches should be mitered as in Fig. 8.

Border No. 4 shows how effective an exceedingly simple pattern can be when applied to a tea cloth. Kloster blocks and plain and picoted woven bars are the only stitches used. The material is 44-inch mercerized Hardanger cloth. No. 5 Pearl cotton is used for the Kloster stitches.

Start the work about two inches from the edge of the cloth to allow for hem. Begin with outer row of corner Kloster blocks and work in both directions. There should be three blocks for the base of each figure and two between. Twelve threads inside lay a second row of blocks, making sure that they fall directly above the stitches in the outer row. Leave four threads and work another row. Again leave twelve threads and work row of blocks for inner edge of border. Now lay diagonal blocks connecting the straight lines. This completes the skeleton of the pattern. To prepare the material for the woven bars alternately cut and draw and leave four threads between the double row of blocks through the centre and inside the triangular motifs.

If desired, the border can be repeated to form a small square in the centre of the cloth. Make sure that the motifs fall exactly over those in the border by running in a dark thread as a guide. The illustration shows a little less than a quarter of the cloth. You can make this centre ornament any size you choose, having an odd number of motifs on each side if there is an odd number in the border. Measure in from the centre on each side and plan accordingly.

This border is so very simple to handle that it
Border No. 4. This Detail Shows How Easy it is to Turn a Corner

might be used to decorate scrim curtains without involving a great deal of work. When completed the hem should be turned and fastened invisibly along the outer row of blocks.

Border No. 5, shown below, is particularly good for utility bags and makes a nice decoration for the ends of old-fashioned pillows. This pattern is begun by working the square figures in the centre, and then the pointed edge is added on either side. Fifty-six threads must be allowed, plus whatever width hem is desired. Find the centre of the space where it is desired to lay the border and make the squares, thirteen stitches over four threads on four sides, taking the end stitch of each side into the same mesh with the end stitch of the adjoining side, but in the opposite direction. Make as many squares as needed for the length of the border, leaving eight threads between them. Leave four threads on either side and make the pointed ends. Take the first stitch over four threads in the same line of meshes into which fall the stitches of the side of the square below. In each succeeding stitch take one thread more until the 14th is over fourteen threads (the middle of the square), then decrease to four threads. Make seven more stitches over four threads; then commence next point. There are twenty-three stitches in each pyramid.

Finish the centres of the squares before cutting and drawing the background for the woven bar filling. The square eyelets which fill each alternating figure are worked over six threads each.

The threads inside the other square figures are cut and drawn in both directions, leaving a group of four threads at the centre of each side for the pointed woven bars, to be worked as shown in Fig. 12. Then the twisted bars are laid as in Fig. 15. Now cut and draw the fabric threads surrounding these square figures, leaving groups of four for the wove bars as pictured.
Chair Back or Table Runner

The repeating units which frame this border are easy to do and adaptable to a variety of purposes.

Two will make an end for a narrow table runner; three is a good number for a chair back or wider runner, and for a davenport back the number can be increased at will.

Allowing about an inch for margin, count in eight threads from side, thirty-two up from bottom and lay frame of kloster stitch block for first open figure—seven blocks for base, two for length of each arm and two for width. Start diagonal blocks for inner edge of point between first and second base blocks. Work six blocks down and five up.

Leave twenty-eight threads and make next figure in same way.

Start between first and second kloster blocks on sides at corners for border, working three sides of square to top of figure and then four sides as in Fig. A.

Turn hem on sides to outer row of blocks and you are ready to hemstitch scalloped edge. Working over same four threads as used for first kloster block in border butthole end of hem, then work diagonally five scallops down and four up joining the diagonal lines of kloster blocks. Work twenty-one stitches over four threads between figures and continue around next point, four scallops down and four up, and so on.

Cut and draw four threads in each direction inside blocks forming large figures, leaving four threads between for weaving. The main bar through the center is picked, the side bars are plain.

In the plain spaces between the openwork figures make three rows of kloster blocks directly above the straight buttonhole edge and put an eyelet in the center of each. In the space above make three blocks with cut centers and between the arms of each open figure work a kloster stitch figure.
This **Table Runner**, made of mercerized Hardanger cloth counting sixteen threads to the inch, when finished will measure about fifteen inches in width. Allow about four inches for hems. Beginning work at corner count twelve threads in from hem on both sides and bottom, make six kloster stitch blocks in both directions and join with a line of diagonal blocks. Next make the three squares (Figs. 13) meeting the inner edge of the triangular figure, filling the space inside the squares with fagoting stitch (Figs. 19 and 20). On the end parallel with the top and bottom of the last square make rows of kloster stitches, four over four threads, thirteen over eight threads, then four over four threads again. The next square is exactly like that in the corner and is the centre of the end.

Start the large open figure by working eight diagonal blocks along the inner edge of the three corner squares, then fifteen diagonal blocks upward toward the centre and the same number downward again to the opposite corner. The arrangement of the blocks which form the lower edge of the open figure is clearly shown in the detail above, the square eyelet over eight threads coming directly in the centre. This detail also shows the arrangement of squares with fagot stitch centres and small connecting figures to form borders along the sides. Four lines of huck stitches border the top of the large open motif, the two middle lines being taken into the same meshes.

Figures 11, 12, and 14 show in detail the process of making the woven bar, plain bar, and face filling stitches.
Butterfly Border

Allow two and one-fourth inches for a hem and work a straight band of kloster stitches over four threads in both directions from the corner. Leave forty-four threads outside this and work a second straight band of stitches for the inner edge of the border. Count forty-eight threads from the outer corner and start the butterfly figure. Kloster blocks outline the wings; the body consists of thirty stitches over four threads. When this has been done cut and draw the threads between, leaving groups of six for the wavy bars. Then add the spider markings.

If this pattern is to border a square cloth it is well to plan how many times the butterfly motif is to be repeated and the number of threads to be left between for the leaf motif. The butterfly requires sixty-eight threads. The number of threads to be left between depends upon the length of the border between corners, but should be an even number. As pictured, twelve threads are left, then seventeen stitches worked over two threads from the outer border to the first leaf. Make eleven stitches over four threads for the centre of this leaf and finish at either end with six stitches over six threads, each one taken one thread in advance of the one preceding, counting toward the inside. Then do thirteen more stitches for top of stem and finish with the two leaves at top, working over two to seven threads and then back to two. Where the leaves meet in the centre the stitches are taken into the same hole.

In working this figure be careful to place the stitches of the leaves which run in one direction in the same holes with the stem stitches which go in the opposite direction. If the count is correct this figure fits exactly between the borders.

The wide bands of kloster stitches in the corner figures are started four threads in from the outer border and each taken over six threads. The stitches of the stem lines are each taken over two threads. Note carefully the direction of the stitches in this corner figure in relation to the motifs on either side.

Work the lines of back-stitch for butterfly antennae and stamens of corner motifs diagonally over two threads each.

The sample shown in the illustration is so little reduced in size that every stitch and fabric thread can be easily counted.

This Butterfly Border is Easy to do
Curtain Borders

SCRM curtains can be very beautifully decorated with Hardanger borders. It is a good idea to make the curtains the length and width desired and then to work the border about an inch inside the hem, which should be two inches in width and topped with double hem-stitching about half an inch in width.

Curtain Border No. 1. Start fifteen threads in from the hem at the corner and make nine kløster stitches over four threads, skip ten threads and make ten kløster blocks of five stitches each separated by four threads, again skip four threads and make a line of thirty-seven stitches, which forms the side of the large openwork figure. At each end of this solid line make six diagonal blocks down to the other side, a line parallel with those first made, six diagonal blocks of thirteen stitches and the frame of the figure.

The figure in the centre of the openwork is two threads in length and thirteen stitches in width filled with fagoting stitch (Fig. 16). The wove thread after cutting and drawing four threads.

In either direction from the sides of this figure square with eyelet centres. The corner is turned and seventeen squares worked between the figures. Midway between these two narrow connecting lines lay solid lines of kløster stitches twelve threads are figures and in the centre of the space between work over six threads.

Curtain Border No. 2 is also worked from the kløster blocks (Fig. 3) in both directions.
from both sides and make a row of blocks parallel with the first for the inner edge of the border.

For the openwork figure count eight threads from the inside corner and make a line of thirteen stitches, then down toward the centre three diagonal blocks and a line of twenty-one stitches for the centre of the top of the figure. The rest of the frame can easily be counted, and from the illustration can also be seen the placement of the rose tree motif which alternates with the open triangle motif and the two leaf motifs which appear only at the corner. The large eyelets cover twelve threads. When all the figures are complete add the line of tatting stitches.

Curtain Border No. 2 Combines a Variety of Stitches
Small Square Tea Cloth

This design may be worked out in many varieties of detail, as shown in the two succeeding illustrations of centrepieces on pages 20 and 21.

It is finished with an inch and a quarter hem and for this the threads drawn for the hemstitching which tops it, three inches of margin must be allowed. Using material counting not less than seventeen threads to the inch this design can be put upon 30-inch material.

Inside this margin the warp threads are counted one hundred twelve threads up from the front and twenty-four threads in from the side of the canvas. From this point, A, a row of twenty-two diagonal klester blocks (Fig. 6) is worked across towards the front edge of the canvas. A second row of sixteen more blocks is worked at right angles in toward the centre of the canvas. At right angles to this row and in the same direction as the first row, sixteen more blocks are worked. This brings the work to the middle of one side of the design. To insure accuracy in work it is well to continue around the entire square, returning to the starting point, A, and prove the work by putting in the outer half of each of the large squares (Fig. 15), that follow inside the first row of work. By making these blocks one half at a time the working thread is carried without waste from one block to the next (see Detail C1).

Returning again to A the second half of these large squares is worked. Later, when all the klester stitch
of these squares have been put in the threads of these enclosed squares are cut and drawn out (Fig. 15) and the remaining threads closely woven with the finer cotton (Fig. 16).

This band of large squares is continued entirely around the border and at each corner forms three sides of an enclosed square of the canvas. Three similar large squares (Fig. 13) complete the fourth side. Around the edge of this enclosed square there are rows of jagpling (Fig. 18) and in the center a large 8-pointed star (Detail D). Each section of diamond is one-twelfth of the complete star, and consequently reaches from diameter to diagonal. In each section the cotton is carried over two threads twice, over four twice, over six twice, over eight twice, over ten twice and reduced in the same order. The center space of the star at center is worked and in each corner of the square between the points, a group of eight eyelets.

Inside the border formed by the large squares a single row of diagonal kloster blocks (Fig. 6) is worked, and twenty-eight threads farther in there is a second row of these same blocks. The usual threads in the space between these two rows are cut and drawn out and the remaining threads woven into bars, each decorated with a point at each side (Fig. 14). An inner row of diagonal kloster blocks (Fig. 7) completes this part of the design.

Between the center and middle points at the outside of the design a double row of kloster singles (Fig. 5) is worked in a point enclosing a square eight blocks each way. The canvas within this square is cut and drawn and the remaining threads woven, each bar decorated with two little points (Fig. 14).

One of the most effective parts of the work is the band of seven rows of jagpling (Fig. 20) that encloses the entire design. Each little triangle outside this jagpling band is enclosed with a single row of blocks and at the middle of the outer side a half star is worked, each section of which consists of a diamond composed of ten stitches taken over one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine threads respectively (Detail E).

Diagonally across the four corners a double row of diagonal blocks is worked and along the other two sides of these corners a single straight row of blocks. In the center of this space is worked an arrowhead, or one-fourth of a star, and at each side one-half of a star, using the same directions as in the whole stars.
Two Centrepieces of Similar Construction

This centrepiece is identical with the square cloth on page 18 in lines of construction, but omits the hem and border decoration and completes the edge with diagonal buttonholes (Fig. 9). Although the stitches might be identical with the square-cover, some slight variations have been made. In the large squares (Fig. 15) which border the various parts of the design twisted bars have been carried diagonally from corners to centre, as in the detail, and enclosing the star figure in each corner there are but three rows of buttoning and five eyelets instead of eight in each group.

It will be noticed also that the count of the blocks forming the structural lines of this piece is not the same as the square on page 18. Worked as illustrated, on canvas counting seventeen threads to the inch, this centrepiece will be fully as large as the square, even though the hem and outer border are omitted.

A very beautiful variation of this same design worked on a very fine piece of mercerized canvas is shown on page 21.

The work is begun at the diagonal of a corner, as in the two preceding, but not less than one hundred forty warp threads up from the front edge and not less than twenty in from the side. A row of thirty diagonal blocks (Fig. 10) is worked across the corner towards the front. The next row, at right angles, is twenty-four...
Blocks long, as is also the third row, which reaches the middle of the front side of the design. Just inside this row the border of large squares (Fig. 12) is worked—seven squares on each side of the corner square and reaching to the middle of the side. Eyelets are worked between the outer corners of each of these squares entirely around the design. The bars in the drawn centres of each of these large squares are closely woven and decorated with points (Fig. 14).

Inside the square border of large squares a single row of diagonal blocks (Fig. 6) is worked. A second row of diagonal blocks is worked thirty-six warp threads in, extending from the corners eighteen blocks towards the middle of each side. From this point a line of single blocks (Fig. 3) is worked in on the first row, and the space enclosed is cut and drawn and filled in with woven bars decorated with points (Fig. 13) and a line of zig-zag stitch (Fig. 15) worked into the middle squares.

The square of openwork (Fig. 10) in the angle between the middle and corner points is twelve blocks long on each side.

The edge is finished in diagonal herringbone points with an eyelet in each one.

In the corner squares of canvas enclosed by the border of large blocks three rows of fourteen are worked, and in the centre a star between the side and each corner of the square is a square group of sixteen eyelets.
Octagon Centrepiece

This centrepiece is a very closely decorated octagon measuring about eighteen inches in diameter when worked on fine Congress Canvas or scrim counting twenty-six threads to the inch.

The broad band about midway between the centre and the edge of the design, composed of a row of large squares (Fig. 15) between double rows of diagonal Kloster blocks with cyclot centres, as shown in Detail F, page 23, may be considered the keynote of the design and the work begun at one of its corners. This point must be not less than fifty warp threads up from the front edge nor less than two hundred fifty in from the side. Each outside row of this band consists of twenty-five groups of Fig. 7. Work an cyclot inside of these and all other little groups of four Kloster blocks in the design. Inside this border and with the outer points worked into the same meshes as the outer ones of the first border work an interrupted border of large squares, Fig. 12. First the corner square and the two squares at either side of it are worked, then two blocks of Fig. 7, followed by two more squares of Fig. 13. Two more squares of Fig. 7 indicate the middle of each side of the border. When this work has been completed on all four sides work a second row of double diagonal blocks entirely around the inside of the square to correspond with the outer edge.
Twenty-eight warp threads in from this band work another row of Fig. 7.

If preferred the centre may be of the canvas without any decoration. As shown it is filled with a design composed of four squares of Fig. 16, three of which have the three outer sides worked with the kloster stitches (four over four threads, four over eight, five over twelve, four over eight, and four over four), the fourth or inner side of these squares being left unworked. The fourth or centre section of each large square has the kloster stitches on two sides only (see Detail F). Eight threads are cut and drawn in each direction at the corners of all these squares and the remaining threads woven over two and under two threads (Fig. 11). The central squares in each corner and in the middle are filled with the kloster stitch (Fig. 13). In the four little open squares formed by the woven bars in each enclosed square, diagonals and diameters are carried across the space during the weaving, and twisted back. When the last of these threads has been twisted back to the centre they are all tied together and a ribbed wheel worked by carrying the cotton each time around the last bar and under the next one.

The entire outer part of the design now remains to be worked. Beginning six blocks in from each corner work a band of five diagonal groups of Fig. 7 at right angles to the long band toward the edge of the cloth.

A row of Fig. 4 on the straight of the canvas and Fig. 7 on the diagonal is then worked entirely around the design, connecting the diagonal bands. The two outer blocks of the end figure of each band of five and one block of each corner figure of the outer border and of the large square first worked form a part of this row of kloster blocks. The oblongs thus enclosed at each side of the square are divided by two rows of Fig. 7, placed two blocks apart, into two squares with an oblong space between. These squares are decorated with an eight-pointed star, each of the eight sides increased one thread each stitch, over one thread, over two, and so on until ten threads are covered and then decreased in the same way. An eyelet in the centre in one near each corner of the star complete this part of the design.

Twenty-eight threads out from the last border a row of single straight and diagonal kloster blocks is worked recalled with the last row, and a buttonholed border, Fig. 8 on the diagonal and Fig. 6 on the straight sides finishes the edge.

This completes the solid portions of the design and we are now ready to cut and draw the fabric threads in groups of four in all undecorated spaces enclosed by the

(Continued on page 25)
Cushion Cover

Worked on scrim of medium weave this cushion cover will measure about eighteen inches square.

The design is novel in combining cross stitch with the kloster stitch and in the introduction of color. All the solid portions of the design are color, the cross stitches and woven loops with their various filling stitches, are white.

A quarter section of the design is shown in Detail G, page 26, which is sufficiently clear so that the threads and stitches can be counted. Start the work at a corner and lay a border of parallel kloster stitches over four threads in both directions, mitering the corners. Count thirty-six threads from the corner and lay a double row of diagonal blocks across from one side to the other. Inside this double row of blocks and starting at the border work a diagonal line of cross stitches, each one over the same four threads covered by a kloster block and worked into the same mesh with the end stitch of the block. Next to the end stitch at top and bottom lay two more cross stitches, the three touching the border. Four more cross stitches, placed diagonally from them and at right angles to the long row, complete the two ends of the oblong space we are building. From these four cross stitches are worked inward and connected.
with a row of ten cross stitches parallel with the first long row and completing the outline of the oblong. This row of ten stitches forms one side of a square, which in turn is the base of the four oblongs which surround it. Just inside this cross stitch square work a double row of diagonal klöster stitches and then proceed to lay in the figures inside the oblong spaces.

The centre bar of this figure in the spaces on either side of the corner consists of thirty-one parallel stitches taken over four threads. The placement of this bar and the other stitch groups which form the figure is shown in Detail 6b. In the corner oblong space and the one directly opposite, the centre of the figure consists of two bars laid at right angles to each other, each having sixteen parallel stitches over eight threads and eight graduated stitches at the ends which meet to form a mitered corner. When the figures are completed lay in the lines of cross stitches.

This finishes the skeleton or foundation of the motif which, when repeated three times to form the design, will leave a large square space in the centre to be framed with a double line of diagonal klöster blocks just inside the cross stitches and a large triangular space at the centre of each side to be bordered in the same fashion on the two inner edges. In the remaining small square and triangular spaces work small klöster stitch figures.

The threads in the spaces enclosed by the double diagonal klöster blocks should now be cut and drawn, leaving groups of four threads to be woven into bars, those in the centre being decorated with lace stitches (Fig. 13) and those on the sides with twisted diagonal bars (Fig. 15), caught at the centre of each space.

Although the variation of the filling stitches in the openwork spaces is very pleasing, one stitch only could be used and in this case the effect would be even more as if the embroidered fabric had been placed over a lace background. The crossed diagonal twisted threads such as used to fill the triangular figures on the sides of the embroidered square pictured on page 24, would make a particularly pretty filling for such an effect as this.
Centrepiece with Wrapped Bars

For this pretty little centrepiece, which measures seventeen inches square when finished, will be required a piece of Congress canvas about twenty-four inches square counting about twenty-four threads to the inch.

It is unique in having a background of wrapped bars against which the simple geometric pattern stands in strong relief, and in the manner of joining the Kloster stitch blocks, which border the different parts of the design, all of the outer points being brought to a mitred corner and a long stitch taken over the joining at the corner (Detail H).

A hem two and one-half inches wide is turned from one corner along two sides and fastened by a band of Kloster stitches, over four threads. Then, beginning at the hemmed corner, the figures of the design are outlined with lines and blocks of Kloster stitch, taken over four threads of the cloth. It is an easy matter to count this pattern, as there are four threads left in each instance between the corner and side sections of the large repeating motifs. Four threads are also left between the corners of the adjacent motifs at the centre of each side and these threads covered with a straight band of Kloster stitch. Detail I shows the way the straight bands of Kloster stitch intersect in the centre of the design.

In working the square, begin at the corner and work the solid block, taking the first stitch over two threads, the
second over four threads, and in this way until the ninth and tenth stitches are made between the blocks, there being eight stitches in each half-square.

When all of this work is completed, the other two sides of the cloth are to be hemmed, and the threads cut and drawn for the open part of the design. Four threads are then taken and drawn, and the threads between the four blocks are cut off. The hem may be finished in any manner. The size may, of course, be varied if preferred.

If a larger cloth is desired, the size may be increased by making it of three or four squares each way, instead of only two as in the model, which would add about six or twelve inches, respectively, to the size of the cloth. As illustrated the design will make a good pillow cover, and may be enlarged into an oblong shape by adding two more squares.

---

Detail H. Corner Section of Centrepiece on Page 26

An All-Over Pattern for Cushions and Bags

Illustration on page 32

This pattern will make an effective openwork texture for a pillow top by extending it on all sides, or a double row of blocks, as pictured, running lengthwise the page, will make a good end border for a runner.

The long row of kloster stitches which forms each side of the square open figure consists of forty-one stitches over four threads. The small squares which connect the large ones have thirteen stitches on each side. Outside this frame and worked into the same row of meshes as the kloster stitches are two square circles on each side, each one worked over six threads. Between the pairs of eyelets comes a satin stitch figure consisting of ten Kloster stitches over four threads, then increasing to six, eight, ten, twelve, and back to six again for the diamond-shaped centre, then ten more stitches over four threads to finish.

In cutting the threads for the open centres of the large square figures notice that eight threads are cut in the centre of each side, leaving two groups of four threads on each side of the centre. After these threads have been woven into bars lay the threads through the centre of the wide space and weave a “spider” in the centre.

The small squares are filled with woven and twisted bars as illustrated in Fig. 15.

This pattern is especially effective when worked in white merino wool on an extra ground—a pleasing combination for all articles for use in the living room.
Centrepiece in All-Over Design

WHEN worked upon fine material this pattern is very delicate and lacy. Eighty-eight threads must be allowed for each block. If your material counts about twenty-eight threads to the inch the centrepiece pictured will finish about sixteen inches square. Worked upon a coarser canvas or on scrim the size would be considerably increased. It can easily be made into a square with straight edges by omitting the four outer squares at each corner.

The canvas is first divided into squares having twelve diagonal Kloster blocks on each side. Three patterns are used for filling in these squares, and are so used that no two of the same pattern come side by side. For one pattern the fabric threads enclosed by the diagonal Kloster blocks are cut and drawn in both directions in groups of four in the usual way, leaving four threads which are woven into bars with lace stitch filling (Fig. 10) in all except the outer spaces.

Another pattern leaves a small canvas square counting six diagonal blocks each way in the centre of the larger square. Upon this little enclosed square a cross is worked with arms extending to the middle of each side of the square (Detail J). This cross is started at the centre much of the canvas square with four stitches...
each taken from the centre mesh over two threads, perpendicular and four crosswise. In the triangular spaces between these stitches, the four arms are worked, each arm consisting of two rows of six stitches over four placed diagonally to each other but meeting in the same mesh. A single eyelet is worked in each space between the arms. Around the central figure the threads are drawn and woven into picot, bars, and the middle row of spaces filled with haze stitch. Detail K shows the work in process.

For the third pattern an eight-pointed star is worked in the centre of a canvas space, each of the sections being increased by twice for twelve stitches, and then decreased in the same way. Groups of eyelets are worked in each of the four corners (Detail K).

The edge is the usual scallop of diagonal buttonhole worked over four warp threads (Fig. 94) and meeting the diagonal Kloster blocks which form the points.

If it is desired to use this pattern for a pillow top, the diagonal buttonhole can be omitted and plain canvas left between the outer points.

(Continued from page 23)

Lines of eyelets Kloster block figures. Weave the remaining groups of four threads into bars and fill spaces between them with lace stitches as illustrated, remembering to cut the fabric threads only at the ends of the stitches forming the Kloster blocks and not along the sides.
An Adaptable Design

Find the exact centre of your cloth, which should be 250 threads from the edge each way, and around a centre square of twelve threads work two kloster stitch blocks on each side separated by four threads, the end stitches of the blocks meeting at the corners being taken into the same mesh. Outside of these blocks work a triangular figure on each side. Starting three threads to the right of the small kloster block and in the same row of meshes with the top of this block, work four stitches over four threads, four over eight, five over twelve, four over eight, and four over four. At right angles to this work the next figure and so on around the square (see Detail L). Next come two rows of double kloster stitch taken diagonally over two threads and then the long bars of kloster stitch taken over four threads and separated by four threads, each bar thirty-seven stitches in length and joined to the adjacent bar at the ends by a kloster block (five stitches over four threads). Close to the ends of these bars come a double row of diagonal kloster blocks which finishes the figure. Framing this centre motif and separated from it by twelve threads, comes a straight border with ornamental corners. Work first the thirteen kloster block figures on each side (Detail L) and the twelve diagonal blocks connecting them across the corners (Detail M), next the straight band of kloster stitch forming the base of the kloster block figures on the sides and meeting at the corners. Leave twelve threads,
work a second row of straight parallel stitches over four threads, and in the space between them work a row of graduated stitches over two, four, and six threads as shown in Detail M, which is also a detail of the corner motif.

The wide border is a repetition of the central motif. First lay the diagonal blocks which extend from the outer straight band and form the inner edge of this line of repeating motifs, next the straight lines and connecting blocks which form the outer border and in the square spaces which remain work the four-sided figures. There should be four canvas threads between the tips of the points formed by the diagonal blocks and the topmost block between the solid vertical lines of stitches in the outer border. If preferred this outer border can be started by working a line of diagonal blocks on the two outer sides of the space to be left for the square figures and the solid lines of stitching worked from each alternate block. There should be thirty-seven parallel stitches in each solid line as in the centre motif.

Not until all of this solid work has been done should the fabric threads be cut and drawn for the open portions of the design and the various fancy filling stitches put in.

A close examination of the details will show that the stitch which looks so much like herringbone stitch is not that familiar embroidery stitch, but a canvas stitch worked from the bottom of a space toward the top, each time picking up two canvas threads on the diagonal, keeping the working thread alternately to the right and left of the needle in succeeding stitches so that it does not cross itself. This stitch should be done with the same size thread as used for the solid parts of the design.

Alternating with this stitch is another which also works upward. Make the vertical stitch first, then the diagonal stitch to right and left, each one taken over four canvas threads and placed as shown in the details, which are very nearly actual size.

This is an unusually adaptable design. The outer border only might be used and extended as much as desired. If a cloth with a hemmed edge is wanted the inner border with triangular corner motifs can be used, omitting the central motif if desired.
All-Over Design for Bags or Cushions
Description on page 27
Priscilla Needlework Books

Priscilla Italian Embroidery Book — It is the newest and most authoritative book on this fashionable form of needlecraft. Full instructions for Italian Hemstitching, picots, and edge finishes. Great variety of stitches, cutwork, and applique cutwork and varieties of Italian Tassels. Provides dozens of attractive designs.

Priscilla Patchwork Book — Contains full instructions for making modern patchwork. Twelve beautiful quilts in applique patchwork are illustrated and outlined patterns provided for each. Thirty-five varieties of patchwork quilts and a number of artistic quilting patterns.

Priscilla Bead Work Book — Gives directions for making all kinds of bead work and contains a large and attractive assortment of illustrated designs for bags, purses, card-cases, necklaces, chains, girdles, etc.

Priscilla Irish Crochet Book No. 2 — Supplement to first book. Gives a large assortment of designs and finished articles.

Priscilla Basketry Book — Includes descriptions of weaves, bases, and borders used in reed work, as well as directions for reed and raffia, splint baskets, and chair making.

Priscilla Bobbin Lace Book — The designs in this book take up the work from the beginning. All the tools and materials being fully described. Beautiful designs are given for Toruch, Chum, Russian, and Bruges laces.

Priscilla Hardanger Book No. 1 — In the opening chapter will be found the various fundamental stitches and their many combinations. Following these are many attractive designs with details and copious descriptive text.

Priscilla Hardanger Book No. 2 — This book contains a variety of designs for use on table runners, chair backs, curtains, and tea clothes, all over the designs for cushions and bags and designs for centrepieces.

Priscilla Baby Book — Gives directions for a wide variety of beautiful garments in silk and wool. One of the most popular patterns is a delicate baby coat, knitted in cream white and a dainty shade of pink and embroidered with Babouche Roses.

Priscilla Crochet Edgings and Insertions Book No. 1 — In one of the most popular edgings and insertions designs for edgings and insertions, suitable for underwear, dresses, and a multitude of other uses.

Priscilla Edgings and Insertions No. 2 — Contains nearly one hundred illustrations of designs which include almost every variety of edging. Among them are some wonderful beautiful designs in Filet Crochet, and many unusual English and French patterns.

Priscilla Yoke Book — Contains nearly forty patterns of yokes in crochet and tatting. Some especially beautiful yokes in Filet Crochet are included.

Priscilla Smocking Book — A method of preparing material for smocking by means of a sewing machine is a feature. All the different stitches are described and illustrated by worked examples and there are numerous applications to blouses, smocks, children’s dresses, etc.

Priscilla Needlework Books

Price

35¢
each

3 for $1.00

ublished by

The Priscilla Company, Augusta, Maine

Priscilla Filet Crochet Book No. 1 — Gives a wide variety of patterns in their conventional and the quaint heraldic and mythological figures so characteristic of Filet lace. Many illustrations of finished work showing the beautiful effects possible. A multitude of designs carried out in block effect so they can be easily copied.

Priscilla Filet Crochet Book No. 2 — The illustrations are from the real work and show just how the finished pieces should look. Many of the pieces can be adapted for a variety of uses. The new Priscilla Cameo Crochet — a most beautiful form of work — is illustrated and described.

Priscilla Battenberg and Point Lace Book — Here are practical, illustrated directions for making lace. Each step is taken up. Over one hundred stitches are shown.

Priscilla Crocheted Centrepieces and Dollies — Contains hundreds of designs for centre- pieces and dollies, with full directions for working. Many beautiful imported designs in this collection.

Priscilla Tatting Book No. 3 — Contains nearly one hundred new designs, all beautifully illustrated, with full directions for working. The new ideas in tatting are given special attention and many charming designs are carried out by unusual methods.

Priscilla Tatting Book No. 1 — Contains directions for tatting stitches, simple edges in single and double thread tatting, buttonholes and medallions, as well as articles in point de tatting — Knot-stitch, Cluny, Latte-stitch, Twisted, Riki, etc.

Priscilla Colored Cross Stitch Book No. 1 — A book in which all the colors are produced in the actual colors of the work. Thirty-five different designs are shown.

Priscilla Colored Cross Stitch Book No. 2 — This book contains forty designs in cross stitch reproduced in the actual colors of the flowers.

Priscilla Cluny Crochet Book — Full directions for edgings and insertions, for household and personal use. Profusely illustrated. Lacehem Sets, Dresser Sets, Dollies, Centrepieces, Pillows, Boudoir Cape, Camisoles, Camisole Shirts, Baby Cape, Towels, Edging Sets, etc.


Priscilla Armenian Needlepoint Book — Carrying on the Priscilla policy of doing the new and unusual in needlework. This new book gives simple, clear instructions for mastering every step of this fascinating work. It teaches every single detail and then provides many choice designs.

Priscilla China Painting Book — Flat painting, working in enamel, lustre, and gold are all carefully explained in such a way that one wholly unfamiliar with the art can take up the work without need of personal instruction. All the designs are shown actual size ready for tracing on the china.

Priscilla Spot Book — Tells how to remove every kind of a spot or stain.


Modern Priscilla Home Furnishing Book — A big 280 page book that is a complete encyclopedia of how to furnish and decorate the home. Contains the work of 30 expert Interior Decorators. Profusely illustrated. Price $2.00.

How to Entertain at Home — When it is your turn to give a party, turn to the newest book in the Priscilla Library, How to Entertain at Home, and you will find just the ideas that will make your affair a success. 416 pages profusely illustrated. Price $2.00.
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